The Elgin & Appin Wards,
Stobhill Mental Health Estate, Glasgow
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde
/ hub West Scotland
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Project Overview

exemplar in developing new models of care
predicated on key principles such as:

The new Stobhill Mental Health Estate

•
•

health services throughout the UK was
growing. Several media outlets concluded

•

challenge had been underestimated. The

•

mental health equally with physical health’

quality of care

Floor area (GIA): 500 sq m

Equal status within health care

Sustainability: BREEAM Excellent

Equally high aspirations for

Completion date: August, 2020

service users

inference that delivering parity of esteem
in care - defined in legislation as ‘valuing

Equal efforts to improve the

education and practice

that the scale of the UK’s mental health

Scope: New build,
Brief: Mental health, expansion/
relocation.

and safest care and treatment

was conceived during a time where the
understanding of the pressure on mental

Equal access to the most effective

Location: Glasgow, Scotland (urban)

•

And equal status in the measurement
of health outcomes

– was not matched by parity of financial
investment.

Keppie were selected as designers for
the project following a competitive tender

In beginning to address such challenges

process run by Hub West. From the outset,

in the west of Scotland, the NHS Greater

the ideas that went into the development

Glasgow and Clyde anticipated the new

of our proposals were resolutely people-

Stobhill Mental Health Estate to be an

focused; seeking to provide a considered,
balanced environment which remains
welcoming, caring, calming and nonclinical.

1 - View of the landscaped gardens
/ Paul Zanre Photography

Architect/Interior/
Town Planning: Keppie
Structural Engineer:
Baker Hicks
MEP: RSP
QS: Armour & Partners
Contractor/MMC:
BAM Construction
Health Planner: HGHCP
Landscape:
Austin-Smith Lord

Client Intelligence
How did you gather information
to add insight to your scheme and
inform your solution?
Originally, the schedule of accommodation
was based upon one building housing both
units, staff and clinical support, alongside
shared facilities such as physiotherapy and
tribunal suites. As the brief developed these
shared spaces were removed. Resultantly,
through consultation with relevant stakeholder
groups the idea of one single building was
discounted as there was no longer a need for
the two units to co-exist. This decision was
also influenced by the challenging site levels
and briefed requirement for on-grade access
to both units and gardens.

Producing a Brief
Describe your brief development
process: how did it change as
a result of the intelligence you
gathered?
For the Complex Clinical Care Unit, the
provision of a wander route leading through
the unit, out to the garden and back was
an important consideration. As was the
separation of day space and service routes
to avoid any distress to the patient group. In
the Acute Admissions Unit, a ‘secure line’ was
identified in the initial adjacencies diagram.
This was established to support the function
of interview rooms, allowing family members
to visit service users in the dining room
without entering the ward.
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Enabling Good Design
How did the design team drive
design excellence? What barriers
did you overcome and what unique
approaches did you take?
The prominent site afforded us good
opportunities to reinforce the design of
the new units as positive, welcoming,
and therapeutic additions to the campus,
instead of being hidden like so many
mental health facilities. It also permitted us
to take advantage of the natural light. The
overriding design driver was to facilitate key
stakeholder requirements of the perception
of permeability - a feeling of openness and
light throughout the facility, views of green
space and easy, safe access to therapeutic
external spaces.

Integrating Art
How was art inegrated into your
project for the benefit of patients,
visitors and staff?
The internal design is sympathetic to the
needs of Dementia patients through the
careful use of colour and pattern, creating
memory way points to promote a feeling
of calm. Several studies were carried out
focusing on the proportion, rhythm and order
of the elevations. The combination of lightcoloured brick, warm timber and contrasting
dark aluminium fixtures kept the façades
as restrained as possible. In the courtyards,
artistic metalwork panels compliment the
landscape planting.

“

“The modern, well
thought out design has
created a really positive
environment for mental
health patients and will
play an important role in
facilitating their treatment
and recovery”
Janice Naven
Inpatient services manager
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Client / Patient Perspectives
How did your client and end users
perceive the project?
If they were involved in stakeholder
consultation - what points did they
raise? How were these addressed
by the design - and what feedback
did you get from these groups post
occupation?
A key stakeholder aspiration for the project
was to provide welcoming and nonclinical spaces that enhance the dignity
of their occupants, while addressing
the procedural, operational and brief
requirements outlined by NHS GG+C.
These points formed a starting point for
the design for the Stobhill Mental Health
Estate, influencing all key decisions from
site arrangement to material choices and
finishes.

The design team met regularly with

secure lines, beyond which visitors become

stakeholder groups, keeping them involved

invited guests. Day spaces are grouped

and informed of design progress that

directly adjacent to external green space,

responded to their input. The mass of

with the larger volumes of the main sitting

each building is carefully derived from a

and dining areas facing east to maximise

clear programmatic response. Both units

ingress of beneficial morning light. Views

follow the same key design moves and,

back to the day spaces encourages service

consequently, read as related buildings

users to leave their bedroom. Bedrooms

whilst remaining distinct from each other.

wrap round large courtyards to maximise

To achieve this, we established key design

staff observation, whilst providing

considerations with the stakeholders

therapeutic aspects both on entering and

that we were convinced would result in a

exiting the bedroom.

successful grouping of the two buildings.

Now that the Elgin & Appin Wards have

The building strategy closely follows the

been completed, the feedback received

site and spatial adjacencies requirements,

from client and users confirms that their

with the service user and staff +

initial aspirations have been exceeded,

operational zones clearly separated by

resulting in an extremely successful design
outcome.

In Scotland,
mental illness remains
one of the major health
challenges. It is estimated
that more than one in three
people are affected by a
mental health problem
each year.
Awarded
Healthcare
Development
of the Year and
Health Building
of the Year
2021

Construction cost: £11m
Procurement Route: hub West
Scotland competitive tender
Sustainability:
BREEAM Excellent
Status: Complete
Completion date:
August, 2020
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The Elgin & Appin Wards,
Stobhill Mental Health Estate, Glasgow
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde
/ hub West Scotland
Additional Images
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Connection to external space Concept Diagram NTS

Patient
Bedrooms
Patient
Day Areas
Entrance
Hub
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“

“Throughout the whole
process there was positive
engagement with the
Design Team who were
keen to hear input and
ideas from the Service
and from users”
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2 - View of the CCU Courtyard / Paul Zanre Photography
3 - View of the AAA Courtyard / Paul Zanre Photography
4 - View of the dining and social space / Paul Zanre Photography
5 - (L/R) Connections with external spaces & The permeability of the design
6 - (L/R) Keppie’s masterplan for the Stobhill Estate & The concept in context
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